We show how functional (i.e. equational) and logic programming can be integrated within the Constraint Logic Programming paradigm. The resulting language CLP( ) is specialized in solving equations with respect to a Horn equational theory . CLP( ) inherits all the semantic properties of the CLP scheme, including a new semantics which models answer constraints. The operational semantics of CLP( ) is dened by a constraint solver based on conditional narrowing. Several strategies to obtain an incremental constraint solver are considered.
In this paper we show how equational and logic programming can be integrated within the constraint logic programming paradigm thus inheriting all the CLP semantic properties. In the last few years several approaches to the integration of logic and equational programming have been developed [4, 9, 16, 22, 24, 29, 32, 7, 45, 46] . One relevant approach [29, 35] denes equational logic programs as logic programs augmented by Horn equational theories. Interpreted function symbols can appear as arguments of relations and existentially quantied variables can occur as arguments of functions. Function denition and evaluation are thus embedded in a logical framework. To properly cope with the equational theory, the conventional SLD-resolution mechanism based on a (syntactical) unication algorithm of logic programs has to be modied. The operational semantics of an equational logic language is based on some special form of equational resolution (such as SLDE resolution [5, 20, 24, 29] ), where SLD-resolution is usually kept as the only inference rule but the syntactical unication algorithm is replaced by equational (semantic) unication ( - [10, 51, 52] ). -means the general unication w.r.t. an equational theory , which is usually described by a set of equations. The set ofof a pair of terms is only semidecidable, so that the process of semantic unication may run forever even if the equational theory is unconditional and canonical. Moreover, there is in general no single most general -unier. Innitely many incomparable mgu's over of a pair of terms may exist. Three approaches are relevant to the problem of computing the set ofof two terms, namely at SLD resolution [6, 7, 53, 54] , complete sets of transformations [21, 30, 43] and paramodulation [17, 48] or some special form of it, such as superposition [16] or narrowing [6, 8, 23, 31, 32, 38, 47, 50] .
The paradigm CLP( ) has been proposed by Jaar and Lassez [34, 33] in order to integrate a generic computational mechanism based on constraints with the logic programming framework. The benets of such an integration are several. From a pragmatic point of view, CLP( ) allows to use a specic constraints domain and a related constraint solver within the declarative paradigm of logic programming. From the theoretical viewpoint, CLP( ) provides a unied view of several extensions to pure logic programming within a framework which preserves the unique semantic properties of logic programs, in particular the existence of equivalent operational, model theoretic and xpoint semantics [34] . Moreover, since the computation is performed over the particular domain of computation , CLP( ) programs have an equivalent \algebraic" semantics [34] directly dened on the algebraic structure of .
In this paper we are concerned with an instance of the CLP scheme specialized in solving equations with respect to a Horn equational theory [29, 35] . The intended structure is given by the nest partition induced by on the Herbrand Universe over a nite one sorted alphabet 6. = is the only predicate symbol for constraints (equational constraints) and is interpreted as semantic equality over the domain. In the following, we will refer to such a structure as . The advantages of this approach are that, since the language is an instance of the scheme, all the above mentioned fundamental properties are automatically inherited by it. Besides, if an ecient algorithm to solve the constraints is developed it can easily be embedded into a general CLP interpreter and can cooperate with other constraint solvers.
Let us notice that for the language to be formally based on the semantics of the scheme, the structures must be as dened in [34, 33] . Informally, solution compactness means that every element of the domain can be described by a constraint and that the language of constraints must be precise enough to distinguish any object which does not satisfy a given constraint from those ones which do. Any structure which has no limit elements is trivially . This includes, in particular, the structure . A narrowing algorithm or some otherprocedure can be considered the kernel of the constraint solver which semidecides the solvability of the constraints in the structure
. Solvability has to be tested but the equations do not need to be completely solved at every computation step. This paper rst deals with an abstract description of an for equational logic programming which relies on a narrowing calculus. Our constraint solver not only checks the solvability but also simplies the constraints. Then we describe a calculus for a narrowing procedure which is heuristically guided from the discarded substitutions, while looking for solutions to new constraints. Finally we present another calculus which builds incrementally the search tree of a constraint. For the incremental construction of this tree we follow an approach which is similar to [25] and our results rely on the innermost selection narrowing dened in [6] . The main issues are how to achieve incrementality in the computation process and how to use nitely failed derivations as a heuristic for optimizing the algorithms in order to achieve an intelligent narrowing.
We mentioned the fact that dening a new language as an instance of CLP( ) allows to inherit all the semantic properties of the CLP scheme. This is also the case for some new semantics which have recently be proposed with the aim of modeling observational equivalences [18] . These semantics extend the results in [13, 14] to the case of constraint logic programs. The construction is based on a new notion of interpretation (set of constrained atoms), on a natural extension of the standard notion of truth and on the denition of various immediate consequences operators, whose least xpoints on the lattice of interpretations are models corresponding to various observable properties. Within such a framework, the equivalence between the operational and the declarative semantics can be fully achieved. For example, the least xpoint of one immediate consequences operator fully characterizes the ability to compute answer constraints. This semantics will be considered in this paper. Its instantiation to the case of the structure is the semantics to be taken as the basis of a correct notion of program equivalence to be preserved by program transformation techniques, such as fold/unfold. Moreover, suitable abstract immediate consequence operators can be used for bottom-up abstract interpretation (i.e. xpoint computation of the abstract model).
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2. considers the answer constraint semantics for CLP( ). In Section 3. we briey recall some basic concepts on conditional term rewriting systems and universal unication. In Section 4. we dene CLP( ) logic programs and an incremental constraint solver as a kernel of an operational semantics for them. Section 5. is devoted to the heuristic narrowing calculus. Section 6. presents the calculus which incrementally builds the search tree of a constraint. We assume the reader to be familiar with logic programming [42] , constraint logic programming [18, 34, 33] , equations and conditional rewriting systems [37] . A preliminary short paper on CLP( ) appeared in [1] . The proofs of the results mentioned in this paper can be found in [2] and [19] . We will rst recall the basic CLP concepts as dened in [34] . The CLP framework is dened using a many-sorted rst order language, where = denotes a nite set of sorts. A of an n-ary function, predicate or variable symbol is a sequence of respectively + 1 1 elements of SORT. By the term we mean the last element in the signature of the function symbol . By 6 , 5 and (possibly subscripted) we denote possibly denumerable collections of function symbols, predicate symbols and variables with their signatures and typical elements , and respectively. We assume there is a denumerable number of variable symbols for each sort and that each sort contains at least two symbols.
(6 ) and (6) denote the set of terms and ground terms (i.e. terms without variables) built on 6 and . (6) is usually called the Herbrand Universe ( ) over 6 and will be called when the signature is clear from the context. A (5 6)-atom is an element ( ) where 5 is n-ary and (6 ), = 1 . A (5 6)-constraint is a possibly empty or innite conjunction of (5 6)-atoms. The empty constraint will be denoted by . The symbol~will denote a nite sequence of symbols. For a syntactic object , by ( ) we denote the set of variables occurring in . In the CLP( ) framework, stands for a specic constraint domain on which the computation is performed. The notion of gives the semantic interpretation of such a domain and is the key element in the algebraic semantics. n n s 2.1. -interpretations and -models 2 < 2 2 < ! < 2 < 2 2 < ! f g 5 6)-constraints and (5 6)-constrained atoms will be called programs, constraints and constrained atoms. Moreover (5 6) will be denoted by . The notion of -valuation is extended in the obvious way to terms and constraints. If is a possibly innite set of atomic constraints, we write = i = ( is -equivalent to true) holds. If = ( ) is a (5 6)-atom and is a -valuation on then denotes ( ).
(solvability) = (~)
The structures considered in CLP are the \solution compact" ones as dened in [34, 33] . Since we are not concerned with negation, we will require the rst condition only, namely sort and , there exists a possibly innite set of constraints on the variable such that for each -solution of , = holds [34] .
We introduce the new notion of n-model and show its relation with the standard notion of -model as introduced in [34] . Since the structure is the intended domain of computation for CLP, interpretations for CLP programs can be based on . All the following denitions are related to a given (and therefore to a given (5 6)). Let us rst introduce an operator on constrained atoms which returns the set of the \ground" instances. Let us now dene a preorder on constrained atoms which represents the relation \being more constrained". Since we are not concerned with a specic domain of computation, we cannot give a syntactic characterization of the preorder. Hence we give the following denition, in terms of solutions of the constraints.
Note that in case ( ) ( )~, (~) (~) i implies . The following denitions introduce the notions of interpretations base, interpretations and models for CLP programs.
(n--base) (5 6) (5 6)
Let us now show the relation between our concepts and the concepts of -base, -interpretations and -models dened in [34] . The -base can be dened in terms of our base as = [ ] -interpretations of [34] are dened as usual as subsets of and are a special case of our n-interpretations. Indeed, given the solution compactness 6 This denition can be extended to sets of constrained atoms. Let be a set of constrained atoms. Then
Let be the set of the constrained atoms for program . We dene the relation on as follows i We denote by the equivalence induced by the preorder on the set of constrained atoms, ( i and ).
Let be a -program and let be the set of all the -solvable constrained atoms for . The n--base of interpretations is the quotient set of w.r.t. the equivalence relation . The ordering induced by on will still be denoted by . For the sake of simplicity will represent the equivalence class of the constrained atom .
An n-interpretation is any subset of . The set of all the n-interpretations is denoted by .
Let be an interpretation. A constrained atom is true in i . A clause is true in i for each -valuation such that is a -solution of ,
implies .
An n-model of a CLP program is any n-interpretation in which all the clauses of are true. i is not uniable, , 2. i where is an idempotent mgu of the set of equations for , and is the variance equivalence.
of the structure, every \domain instance" ( ) can be represented by the constrained atom ( ) where for each solution of the (possibly innite) constraint , ( ) = ( ) . -models are -interpretations in which all the clauses of the program are true. It is worth noting that our notion of truth is consistent with the truth dened in [34] on -interpretations, since it is dened on sets of \domain instances" of the form (~) where is an -valuation. Hence also -models are just a special case of n-models.
A parallel with the logic programming case can clarify the picture. Pure logic programming can be obtained from the general CLP framework by considering the structure ( = 5 6) where = is the only predicate symbol for constraints, the only -domain is the Herbrand universe over a nite one sorted alphabet 6 and = is interpreted as syntactic equality over the domain. In the following we will refer to such a structure as . The logic programs standard semantics denes models as sets of ground atoms and this is exactly what is obtained by -models dened according to [34] . The new Herbrand base dened in [13] contains non-ground atoms in the models, where a non-ground atom stands for an implicit denition of the (possibly innite) set of all its ground instances. This mechanism is generalized in the CLP case by allowing constrained atoms in the n--base, each constrained atom (~) describing the set of elements (~) where is any -solution for the constraint . In order to abstract from the particular syntactic representation of atoms, in the logic programming case the new Herbrand base is dened modulo variance. Indeed, the structure has the important property of the existence of a unique (up to variable renaming) canonical form of ( = 5 6)-constraints which allows to syntactically identify -equivalent constraints, namely the solved form of [39] . This property allows to compute on the Herbrand universe in a purely syntactic way using unication theory. In particular the unication algorithm which computes the idempotent mgu can be considered the constraint solver which decides the solvability of constraints and, if possible, returns the unique (up to variable renaming) canonical form.
When considering just the structure, our denitions boil down to those of the s-semantics [13] , since Theorem 2.1 is a straightforward consequence of the results in [39] . Denition 2.13 We rst show the CLP computational rule as dened in [34] . Then an operational semantics given in terms of transition systems is dened. The next step is the formalization of the success set ( ), which induces an equivalence on programs, which will be shown to characterize the operational behaviour of programs in terms of answer constraints.
The above derivation step can be specied as a transition relation, following the operational approach to semantics based on transition systems [49] . A structural operational approach to the semantics of CLP is also taken in [26] . We need to specify the set 0 of congurations (states), the transition relation and the set of terminal congurations.
[34] Let P be a program. A -derivation step of a goal results in a goal of the form and is denoted by if there exist variants of clauses in , , with no variables in common with and with each other, such that is -solvable. A of a goal is a nite or innite sequence of goals such that every goal, apart from G, is obtained from the previous one by means of a -derivation step. A -derivation of a goal is a nite sequence whose last element is a goal of the form where is the of the derivation. All other nite -derivation are . The successful derivation of a goal yielding the answer constraint is denoted by Let be a program and be a goal. We dene a CLP( ) conguration as a pair where denotes a constraint solver state, whose structure is left unspecied as it depends on the specic constraint solver, but which includes at least the constraint . When the constraint is clear from the context will simply be denoted by .
) The rule describing a -computation step from a conguration where includes is given by 
Let us notice that when the constraint solver is designed for simply testing the (5 6)-of the constraint~, the above dened transition relation becomes the standard ( )-derivation step as dened in [34] :
(5 6) = (~)(~)~Ĩ n this case, the concepts of (P, )-derivation and successful and nitely failed (P, )-derivations can be dened in the usual way [34] . The constraint in the last goal of a successful derivation is the answer constraint of the derivation.
Let us show an example of the semantics ( ) for a ( ) program ( ( ) is dened on an arithmetical domain of reals numbers [12] ).
if there exist variants of clauses in , , with no variables in common with and with each other and . The condition means that some constraint solver can make a move verifying theof the constraint and returning the new constraint solver state which includes (a possibly simplied version of) this constraint, .
Let be a goal and be the \empty" CLP constraint solver state. If is not an empty constraint and then is the CLP( ) initial conguration. If is empty then .
A terminal conguration has the form , where represents the answer constraint.
Let P be a program. The success set is dened as follows [12] The following program computes the mortgage repayments. is the principal, is the mortgage lifetime in months, is the annual percentage interest rate, is the monthly repayment and is the outstanding balance. Note that previous operator is dened in terms of the CLP derivation rule. Indeed ( ) can be seen as the result of the unfolding of program wrt the set of unit clauses extracted from (see later). This is the key property which allows to model answer constraints by means of a bottom-up xpoint semantics. Moreover, note that the standard immediate consequence operator dened in [34] can be obtained by considering the \domain instances" [ ( )] of the dened operator.
The equivalence between the operational and the xpoint semantics can be proved in a concise and elegant way by introducing the intermediate notion of ( ) [40, 41] . ( ) is obtained as the limit of the unfolding process. The proof of the equivalence between ( ) and ( ) is straightforward since these semantics are based on the same inference rule (applied to clauses and goals respectively). On the other side, the equivalence between ( ) and ( ) can be based on the strict relation existing between ( ) and the unfolding rule (see below). Denition 2.22 P P P P unf P Unf P; P Unf P; P : P Unf P; SS P; T I unf I P F ix P; Unf P; P SS P; F ix P;
Let be an CLP program. Then we dene the collection of programs
The unfolding semantics of the program is dened as
Let be an -open program. Then .
Let be a program. Then .
Let be a program and be a constrained atom. i G is true in every -model of , i.e. according to denition 2.9, if -model of P, . In this section we discuss the models introduced by the xpoint and the operational semantics. Since we are concerned with the algebraic semantics, i.e. the semantics on the particular structure considered as domain of computation, we will consider the notion = of logical consequence in -models as opposed to the standard notion of logical consequence =.
= [ ] An -interpretation , can be regarded as a particular n-interpretation . Indeed, since the structure is solution compact, we can represent each \domain instance" (~) by a constrained atom (~) such that the solutions of the (possibly innite) constraint dene the elements~. Formally we can give the following denition. Let be an -interpretation and a clause. Then is true in i is true in .
We dene a relation on as follows. Let Then i i .
Let be a program. Its is dened as N is a n-model of P .
( )
The following theorem shows that ( ) and are equivalent from the model theoretic point of view.
In general, since we have one concept of truth only (denition 2.9, being true in every -model is equivalent to being true in every n-model, i.e. from the model theoretic point of view, -models and -models are equivalent. Note that the intersection of a set of -models is not always an -model. For example, consider the program = ( ) : = on the Herbrand domain. Clearly both = = ( ) and = = ( ) are n-model of , but = is not an n-model of . Therefore in general there exists no minimal -model with respect to set inclusion. We will then introduce an ordering and a lattice structure on n-interpretations which allow to restore the model intersection property. The model theoretic semantics of a program is then dened as the greatest lower bound of the set of all -models of . Theorem 2.9 shows that this model theoretic semantics denition is the same of the usual one given in [34] in terms of -models.
(ordering on n-interpretations)
The intuitive meaning of the above dened relations is the following. means that every contrained atom veried by is also veried by ( contains more positive information).
means that either strictly contains more positive information than or (if the amount of positive information is the same), that expresses it by less elements than ( is more redundant).
model theoretic semantics =
The previous denitions extend to the CLP case results given in [14] for logic programs. In the particular case of -interpretations the ordering is set-inclusion, and the following theorem shows that there exists the minimal -model w.r.t. set inclusion. Analogously to the logic programming case, the least model characterizes the set of the \ground" -logical consequences of the program and is equal to the \ground" xpoint and operational semantics dened in [33] . The answer constraint semantics is also an n-model, as shown by the following theorem. Note that ( ) is not a minimal model.
Finally let us mention that, as shown in [34] , it is possible to have a complete correspondence between the algebraic and logical semantics, by considering a theory which corresponds to , in the sense that (i) = , i.e. models (ii) = implies = for all constraints C. Therefore considering the algebraic semantics only is not a restriction. Indeed our approach can be adapted to the logical semantics as well, following the previously mentioned correspondence.
Let us briey recall some basic notions and results about equations, conditional rewrite systems and universal unication. Full denitions can be found in [37, 51] A Horn equational theory can be viewed as a term rewriting system where the rules are the heads and the conditions are the respective bodies. If all clauses in have an empty body then and are said to be unconditional, otherwise they are said to be conditional. An equational theory has no extra-variables if every variable occurring in the body or in the right-hand side of the head of a clause in also occurs in the left-hand side of the head. The equational theory is said to be canonical if the binary one-step rewriting relation dened by is noetherian and conuent. For syntactical characterizations of conuent conditional theories refer to [45] . Each Horn equational theory generates a smallest congruence relation = calledon the set of terms (6 ). We will denote by the nest partition (6) = induced by over the set of ground terms (6).
Roughly speaking is a complete set of uniers for if any other unier can be obtained by instance from some element of (see [51] for a formal denition). Complete sets of minimaldo not always exists [51] . -can be viewed as the process of solving an equation within the theory . Sinceis only semidecidable, analgorithm can be viewed as a semidecision procedure for testing the solvability of equational constraints over the quotient . Each instance of anrepresents a solution over this structure (an -solution).
Aprocedure is complete if it generates a complete set offor all input equations. A number ofprocedures have been developed in order to deal with conditional equational theories [9, 16, 22, 30, 32, 37] . For instance, conditional narrowing has been shown to be complete for conditional theories satisfying dierent restrictions [9, 29, 37] . What follows is a CLP( ) program :
The use of irreducible function symbols is justied from the several optimization techniques dened in [32] . This aects the size of the search tree of the -uniers for a set of equations. In the best case an innite search tree can be reduced to a nite one. In theories where the above distinction is made, the signature 6 is partitioned as 6 = , where is the set of irreducible function symbols and is the set of denite function ones. The members of are also called . Terms are viewed as labelled trees in the usual way [31] . We will use, among others, the following standard notions: Occurrences are represented by sequences, possibly empty, of naturals. The empty sequence is represented by .
is the subterm at the occurrence of . [ ] is the term with the subterm at the occurrence replaced with .
In this section we dene the language CLP( ), which is an instance of CLP that caters for solving constraints in the structure , dened as the nest partition induced by a canonical Horn equational theory without extra variables on the Herbrand Universe over a nite one sorted alphabet 6. = is the only predicate symbol for constraints and is interpreted as semantic equality over the domain. This structure is since has no limit element [33] . It is known [35] that the equational theory and the structure correspond in the sense dened in [33] , i.e. = , i.e. models and =~implies =~for all constraint . Thus, a constraint is -uniable i it is -solvable. We assume that (5 6)-constraints are sets of 6-equations to be solved in by a suitable conditional narrowing algorithm which will be described in the following. The equational representation of a substitution = is the set of equations, = = = . 
CLP( ) programs
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ICS Let be a solvable constraint. Let us suppose that can be written in the form (either of which can be empty) where has a unique mgu over . Then is the -representation of the simplied constraint . The -representation of an empty constraint is , which will be abbreviated as .
CLP(
) programs enjoy the following property [35] : there is a canonical domain of computation, namely , over which a canonical class of interpretations can be built. This is analogous to the canonicity of Herbrand interpretations for denite clause programs. For reasoning about negation, the theory should be extended to be satisfaction complete, i.e. = whenever not =~. Roughly speaking, satisfaction completeness means that every constraint is either provably satisable or provably unsatisable [34] . Unfortunately this is not possible. Hence the soundness and completeness results for nite failure and negation as failure are not inherited.
The standard way to integrate narrowing and resolution [5, 24] is using narrowing to generate the solutions which are then tested by the logic program. This method does not t in the CLP scheme and requires some complex interactions between the backtrackings of the narrowing and the resolution algorithms. Instead, narrowing can be used as a procedure to test the consistency of the new constraint, looking for a solution, since the constraint is proved consistent once a solution has been found. Thus we consider how to incrementally reuse the work done in the previous step to keep smaller the cost of solving the new set. An approach that does not try to exploit the information which can be gathered from the previous steps to guide the search would be impractical [25] .
In the CLP( ) framework it seems very natural to reuse the solution to the constraint found in the previous step to check the solvability of the new constraint~. In [25] the matter of incremental constraint satisfaction is also addressed. [25] shows that an approach based on backtracking is inadequate since it can only use passively the new constraints to test if they are satised by the newly generated tentative solutions. In the context of CLP it seems to be more appropriate using actively the new constraints to guide the search towards a solution. Accordingly, [25] presents a scheme based on reexecution and pruning of the search tree of resolution. We have a similar problem, yet related to the search tree of the constraint solving algorithm. In this section we are concerned with an incremental algorithm for testing the solvability and an appropriate simplied representation for constraints. In the following we describe a constraint solver for CLP( ) programs by means of a transition system labeled on (5 6)-constraints and specially tailored to be incremental.
-representation of a solvable constraint = ( 
ICS has a unique solution
Let us notice that if = ( ) then the constraint has a unique mgu over .
-states = (5 6) ( 5 6) Roughly speaking, for the Incremental Constraint Solver which will be described next, represents the accumulated simplied constraint and represents the set of substitutions which have already been unsuccessfully tried by the constraint solver and that are useful for a heuristic search of other solutions.
empty
-state, terminal -states () -labels (5 6)Ĩ n the following we describe the transition system. Roughly speaking, let = be an -state. In order to achieve incrementality, the costs of testing the solvability of the new set of constraints~should be as close as possible to the cost of solving the new constraint~plus the cost of combining the new solution with the previous one. With this aim, since the substitution represents an -unier of the accumulated solvable constraint , we search for an -unier to the new set looking for the solutions to~. If~has no solution, we must start from scratch, looking for the solutions to the whole constraint~and add to the set of unsuccessfully tried substitutions. We use a euristic onditional arrowing procedure which will be described later for the search of a solution of this constraint and combine adequately and to obtain a new accumulated solution and a new accumulated simplied constraint. If an transition can be proved then the constraint is solvable in . represents the simplied form of this constraint and represents an -unier to it. represents the set of substitutions unsuccessfully tried.
Let us notice that each transition of this system depends on the termination of the arrowing procedure . We assume that if arrowing procedure ( ) terminates returning the output then the constraint has no -unier, if the output then is the unique mgu over of and if the output is then is an -unier of but, possibly, it is not the unique mgu over of . In the following we will dene a transition system for ( ) which depends on the solver. The transition relation for ( ) will depend on one single transition step. Therefore, we do not rely on a termination proof for the system.
The following theorem establishes the correctness of the Incremental Constraint Solver.
(Correctness of )
Obviously the incremental constraint solver as dened above is, in general, not complete because narrowing may loop forever in the evaluation of the condition of a rule Let us consider the following CLP( ) program [28] :
not only when the constraint is notbut also when it has a unique mgu over that has already been found and it tries to obtain another solution. However, for some classes of problems, an incomplete but ecient constraint solver might turn out to be valuable from a programming standpoint, as pointed out in [26] .
The following denitions instantiate denitions 2.13, 2.14 and 2.15 to the case of CLP( ) programs.
CLP( ) transition relation (5 6)
As in the generic case, when the constraint solver is designed for simply testing the solvability of constraints, the above dened transition relation becomes the standard denition of derivation of goals. We give an example that illustrates the denitions above. 000 00 000 00 00 000 0 00 000 nally, since a nal -conguration has been reached, the answer constraint associated to this transition sequence is (
As shown in the example, the accumulated solvable constraint is simplied when rules (1), (2) and (5) are applied and the solution found in the previous step is always reused to try to prove that the new accumulated constraint is solvable. Thus the test of the solvability results much less expensive than a solvability test for the whole (non simplied) constraint.
In this section, we present a euristic onditional arrowing alculus ( ), an adaptation of the Conditional Narrowing Algorithm CNA presented in [32] which was shown complete for noetherian and conuent rewrite systems without extra variables. We extend it by actively using heuristic information to quickly converge towards a solution.
Narrowing was originally introduced in the eld of automated theorem proving as a restricted version of the paramodulation rule [29] . A narrowing procedure for rst order unication in an equational theory dened by a canonical and unconditional term rewriting system was given by Fay [15] and later improved by Hullot in [31] . Fay worked with normalizing narrowing and Hullot introduced the notion of basic narrowing. Nutt, Rety and Smolka [47] studied basic narrowing and its optimizations combined with normalizing narrowing. Bosco et al.
[5] introduced narrowing selection. Lazy narrowing stems from Reddy [50] . Padawitz [48] presented renements of narrowing and proved the correctness of the optimizations. Dershowitz [9] , Hussmann [32] and Kaplan [38] investigated narrowing for conditional term rewriting systems. Hussmann extended Fay/Hullot work to theories dened by a conuent (possibly nonterminating) system of conditional rewrite rules and a completeness result w.r.t. normalized substitutions was given which holds if the system is non-trivial and the usual no extra-variables condition in the right-hand sides of the heads and in the bodies of the equational clauses is imposed [29] . Giovannetti and Moiso [23] explored the consequences of allowing the presence of extra-variables and gave a sucient condition for completeness. H olldobler [29] generalized the results obtained by Hullot and Hussmann. Fribourg [16] employed an innermost case of strategy-controlled narrowing. Middeldorp [44] carefully analyzes the completeness results for conditional basic narrowing. Echahed [11] and Padawitz [48] studied criteria to ensure completeness of narrowing selection strategies.
Let us briey recall the Conditional Narrowing Algorithm CNA presented in [32] . An expression of the form where is a set of equations and is a substitution is called a (sub-)goal. The substitution is assumed to be restricted to ( ), i.e. the variables of the constraint in the initial state, and the variables in the equational , where is a positive integer , is a -substitution and is a (possibly empty) list of subgoals , where is a set of -constraints (a conjunction of equations) and is a -substitution. List constructors are denoted by and . By abuse of notation, we assume to be homomorphically extended to concatenation of lists. clauses are standardized apart, i.e. the set of variables in c and in the clauses are disjoint. To solve , the algorithm starts with the subgoal and tries to derive subgoals (recording applied substitutions in the with-parts) until a terminal goal of the form is reached. Each substitution in a terminal goal is an -of . By abuse of notation, it will often be called solution. Let ( ) be the set of nonvariable occurrences of a constraint . We dene
The calculus CNA is dened by the following two rules:
syntactically unies with
This calculus denes an algorithm, since all the CNA-derivations (sequences of states) from a given subgoal can be easily enumerated. These derivations can be represented by a (possibly innite) nitely branching tree. The nodes of this tree have to be visited following a complete search strategy (e.g. breadth rst) while looking for uniable nodes.
In the following, we present the euristic onditional arrowing alculus ( ).
Roughly speaking, the rst component of an -state represents the current number of solutions. The second component represents the solution to be returned and the third component represents the list of subgoals yet to be narrowed. The nodes of the narrowing search tree are stored in the list. This list is treated as a queue to emulate a breadth rst search strategy of the search tree.
To solve the conjunction of equations using the heuristic information , the algorithm starts with the initial -state = 0 [ ] and tries to derive subgoals (recording applied substitutions in the with-parts) until a terminal -state does not contain any solution. Since it is useless to explore this subtree, we will 'prune the search tree' by removing the representation of its root ( ) from .
The set of substitutions can be thought of as a characterization of non uniability. The prune based on involves an improvement comparable to the prot drawn from a perfect intelligent backtracking. Intelligent backtracking [55] analyzes unication failure to avoid thrashing which arises when backtracking would follow paths which predictably contain no solutions. We obtain this improvement simply by comparing the previously failed substitutions with the current one by means of the relationship . The cost of keeping the set is linear with the length of the ( ) derivation.
euristic onditional arrowing alculus ( ) Roughly speaking, the Narrowing and Success rules basically consider two cases: the constraint has an or not. In the latter case we just proceed. In the rst case we compare (where is the substitution accumulated by narrowing so far) with the rst solution . In case they are incomparable we stop as a second solution for the initial constraint has been found. In case is more general we replace the rst solution by it (we have found a more general solution). Finally, we just proceed in case the solution is more general than . Let us now illustrate Denition 5.2 by the following: When = the heuristic pruning based on only removes subtrees which do not contain any solution so that it is guaranteed that no solution is lost.
The following theorem establishes the correctness of the euristic onditional arrowing ( ).
(Correctness of the euristic onditional arrowing) ( ) Let us notice that when ( ) returns the output , might be the unique mgu over of . In fact, the solutions are checked not to be syntactic instances of one another while only two solutions which are not -instances of one another should be distinguished. This means that the incremental constraint solver may simplify the constraint less than it would be possible. The Heuristic Conditional Narrowing as dened above is a procedure to test the solvability of constraints over the structure
. If the constraint is solvable then the procedure nds a solution (an -) to it and looks for another incomparable -. If the constraint is notor if there is not a second solution, the procedure may run forever. Even in the case of canonical theories, the use of narrowing as a semantic unication procedure presents several drawbacks since it may not terminate when there are no (more) solutions and the generation of an independent set ofis not guaranteed. An innite set of solutions can be derived even if the equation admits a nite complete minimal one [31] . This problem was also inherited by the various techniques developed for equational resolution, as SLDE-resolution, where a single resolution step may loop forever without producing any answer. In [31] , a sucient condition for termination is given for canonical non-conditional theories.
To overcome these diculties, several proposals have been made. In [29] a lazy resolution rule is introduced. With this rule, the problem of the unication of a set of equations within the theory must not be solved before the rule can be applied but the equations are added as a constraint to the derived goal clause without testing its solvability. For instance, the constraint solving could be delayed until all other goals are solved and eventually the accumulated constraint can be solved by a complete [36] .
[3] presents a static analysis which allows to approximate the problem of detection of unsatisability of a set of equations.
[3] also shows how to use actively this analysis to prune the search tree of an incremental equational constraint solver.
The high degree of non-determinism inherent to narrowing often causes the generation of many redundant derivations. It is clear that the above procedure should be optimized in order to be suitably implemented and embedded into CLP( / ). In this section we recall two useful optimizations (dened in [32, 16, 47] ) of that signicantly reduce the size of the search tree. This optimization can reduce an innite search tree to a nite one [32] .
2. If a subgoal in a -state occurring in contains an equation = or = where ( ) and all function symbols in are irreducible, then the equation can be dropped. The substitution has to be applied to the whole subgoal.
For other optimizations, we refer to [32, 48] . Several strategies to reduce the number of subterms that have to be narrowed can be considered [6, 23, 31, 47] . The following section proposes an optimization strategy based on the results about selection narrowing presented in [6, 23] .
In this section we dene another incremental constraint solver for CLP( ) which allows to drastically cut the search space under certain circumstances. reuses the work already done when a new constraint is incrementally added. The kernel of is an innermost conditional narrowing calculus which explores (a prex of) a search tree for the constraint~which is built by extending the innermost selection narrowing strategy dened in [6] . This tree is incrementally built as long as new constraints are added.
The innermost conditional narrowing calculus denes a strategy which looks for a single -unier of the input constraint and returns as output the list of subgoals yet to be narrowed.
We assume in the following a function ( ) which nondeterministically selects one innermost occurrence (i.e. an occurrence which is not the prex of any other occurrence [6, 16] ) in the set . stands for the cardinality of the set .
nnermost onditional arrowing alculus ( An innermost search tree for a constraint to be solved is a tree whose nodes are labeled by subgoals , where the subgoal in the root is . Let be a node where . Let and assume that . Then has a child and children , .
Let us consider an innermost search tree for the constraint . The list of the non-failed leaves of is called the representation of .
An
-state is a pair , where is a constraint and is a list of subgoals. The empty -state is .
Let be a constraint.
Roughly speaking, in Denition 6.1 the eect of the function ( ) is to limit the search at each application of rule (1) to one subterm only from all the possible ones. This strategy can be further optimized by the following test. Remove from the list in the second argument of the state any , i.e. any subgoal ( ) such that one equation is not uniable and there is no occurrence in for . A node of a search tree is called if it contains a failed subgoal.
Behaviour of the calculus
We introduce an innermost search tree as a tree whose nodes are labeled by subgoals, the root is labeled by the constraint to be solved and at each node the innermost narrowable occurrence (nondeterministically chosen) is expanded by the innermost selection narrowing algorithm in [6] extended to conditional theories (innermost conditional narrowing for short).
Notice that in Denition 6.4 represents an execution state of the innermost conditional narrowing algorithm, i.e. the set of derived subgoals which are yet to be narrowed.
[ ] The list , , , of the leaves of the tree in Figure 1 represents the tree.
Let be a new constraint. The list = , , , , represents the innermost search tree for the constraint which is shown in Figure 2 . Note that the leftmost node in this tree can be dropped since the equation in the node does not unify and no occurrence in the set 2.1 of the narrowable occurrences corresponds to this equation.
[23], [44] Let be a conditional equational theory such that the associated term rewriting system is noetherian and level conuent. Then the conditional selection narrowing algorithm is complete for . The strategy dened by the calculus can be proved complete by using the following result of completeness of the conditional selection narrowing in [44] .
(Correctness and Completeness of )L et us notice that the above described techniques can also be easily adapted to the optimization of the Incremental Constraint Solver described in Section 4.2..
In this paper we have considered the language CLP( ), its semantics and its constraint solver. On the semantics side, we have rst dened an operational semantics ( ) and an equivalent xpoint semantics ( ) which fully characterize the operational behaviour of CLP programs. We have given a notion of n-model based Lecture Notes in Computer Science on the truth on (standard) -interpretations [34] and we have dened a complete partial order on n-models. This semantics is similar to the S-semantics of pure logic programs and turns out to be the adequate semantic framework for program analysis and transformation. This semantics is inherited by every instance of CLP and, in particular, by CLP( ).
Then we have presented, in a formal setup, several strategies to obtain an incremental narrower as constraint solver for canonical Horn equational theories. We have presented a calculus which allows to reuse the substitutions discarded as a heuristic to look for other solutions. Finally we have given a calculus which builds incrementally the search tree which represents the set of solutions to a constraint.
Our methods ts in the CLP scheme, as opposed to the standard way to integrate narrowing and resolution [24] where narrowing generates the solutions which are then tested by the logic program.
The CLP framework we have considered is the one originally introduced by Jaar and Lassez [18, 33] . Our construction however could equivalently be dened in other CLP frameworks, such as the one proposed in [27] .
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